
Multi-step Deep ReinforcementLearning in High-Dimensional Ac-tion Spaces
Description
In this project, we aim to extend, train and benchmark a deep hierarchical policy formanipulation tasks in a high-dimensional action spaces that require reasoning overlong time horizons.

Figure 1: Example of pushing and grasping synergies [2].
Reinforcement learning from visual inputs for robotic manipulation is a topic of grow-ing importance both for the scientific community and for industrial research. Onepopular approach, first proposed in [2], relies on a discretization of the action spaceaccording to the pixel space and a finite number of discrete rotations. However, themethod proposed by [2] is limited to short time horizons and is thus not applicable totasks that require reasoning over extended time horizons. Therefore at ALR, we veryrecently developed a novel approach for tackling settings with long time horizons[1]. The goal of this thesis is to adapt and apply this approach to a new challengingtask involving reasoning over multiple objects, goals and time-steps .Tasks
Your task will be to extend, train and benchmark the approach proposed in [1] ona new challenging task. You will work in a provided simulation environment, wherethe task has already been set up. In details, your task will involve• Extending the approach of [1] to tackle the new challenging task.• Training and tuning the developed model in simulation to achieve the best per-formance possible.• Evaluating different design choices you made and benchmark your modelagainst baseline models.References
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